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LAMP’S COVID-19 UPDATE
We are happy to report that LAMP, as well as many of its sponsors, are operating
normally during this pandemic. Some are conducting business with modifications while
others, such as some of our auction houses, have had to cancel/postpone their
auctions. Fortunately, not all have had to do this. Here are some updates from our
LAMP sponsors. Details follow in this edition of LAMP POST.


All three parts of eMovieposter.com’s April Major Auction are now live. The closing
dates are: Part I - April 28; Part II - April 30; Part III - May 3.



Pastposters.com is offering a 25% discount on everything through April 20th.



HollywoodPosters.com has added 500 new listings to their great website.



Heritage Sunday auctions continue. Consignments are being accepted for July
Signature Auction.



French Movie Posters is offering an extremely rare collection of 5 original Planet of
the Apes large French posters as well as other popular titles in their ebay shop.



Film/Art Gallery is continuing to add new items to their inventory, including titles
such as Sabrina and Star Wars.



Illustraction Gallery is finalizing preparations for their Spring Collection with
hundreds of new posters.



Original Poster is still open for business and adding new additions regularly.



Unshredded Nostalgia is currently offering a great selection of Life and Playboy
magazines.



Partners65 Vintage Movie Posters and Original Movie Stills ebay stores are currently
offering a wide selection of movie memorabilia.

Other highlights of this newsletter include Limited Runs' "Top 25 Best Rock Movie
Musical Posters," LAMP's "From the Archives" excerpt from April of 2010; and a a
tribute to the late Mort Drucker.

PLEASE STAY SAFE!

UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
April 28, 2020

Part I of eMoviePoster.com's April Major Auction ENDS

April 30, 2020

Part II of eMoviePoster.com's April Major Auction ENDS

April 30, 2020

Aston’s Entertainment & Memorabilia Auction-ON HOLD

May 3, 2020

Part III of eMoviePoster.com's April Major Auction ENDS

May 15, 2020

Deadline for consigning to eMoviePoster.com’s June Major
Auction

May 21, 2020

Ewbank’s Entertainment, Memorabilia & Movie Props
Auction

May 22, 2020

Ewbank’s Vintage Posters Auction

June 2, 2020

Deadline for consigning to Heritage Signature Auction July
25-26, 2020

June 17, 2020

Bonham’s Entertainment Memorabilia Auction

July 17, 2020

Deadline for consigning to eMoviePoster.com’s August
Major Auction

July 25-26, 2020

Heritage Signature Auction

August 18-Sept. 1, 2020

Part I of eMoviePoster.com’s August Major Auction

August 20-Sept. 3, 2020

Part II of eMoviePoster.com’s August Major Auction

August 23-Sept. 6, 2020

Part III of eMoviePoster.com’s August Major Auction

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features industry news as
well as product and services provided by Sponsors and Dealers of Learn
About Movie Posters and the Movie Poster Data Base. To learn more about
becoming a LAMP sponsor, click HERE! Add your name to our Newsletter
Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from 2001-PRESENT.
The link can be found on the home page nav bar under “General” or click
HERE.

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
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PASTPOSTERS AUCTION ENDS APRIL 19th;
25% OFF SALE ENDS APRIL 20th
Hi All,
This week I have an eBay auction of Original Cinema Exhibitor's Disney Press Books
and Synopsis/Credits Booklets.
All from the the 1970's, 80's and 90's releases and re-releases of Disney Classics such
as FANTASIA, SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS, THE RESCUERS, PINOCCHIO
and ROBIN HOOD. Along with some Live Action Disney Family films including
CONDORMAN, HERBIE GOES BANANAS, THE SPACEMAN AND KING ARTHUR and
ESCAPE FROM THE DARK.

Auction ends Sunday 19th April 2020.
Follow the link below to view all 44 eBay Auction titles (Best viewed on a desktop
computer as ebay for mobile does not always show all items).
https://www.ebay.co.uk/sch/pastposters/m.html…
And Don't forget my www.pastposters.com website is still running 25% OFF
Everything until the 20th April so do make sure you take advantage of that if
you are able. But note I am only Posting out on Mondays and Thursdays
though to aid with social distancing.
Happy Browsing
Jamie
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We are all well here "in the middle of nowhere" in West Plains, Missouri,
where there are only 4 cases of coronavirus reported in our entire country,
none serious. We remain open (with a smaller than usual staff) and we
continue to work on upcoming auctions, and we are sending 50 to 100
orders every day! Our hearts go out to those collectors and dealers who
live in countries or states who have been greatly affected by the virus
(either medically or economically), and we urge everyone to do all they
can to stay safe until this finally passes.
And as you know, our April Major Auction ends 4/28, 4/30, and 5/3. Here
is more on it:

All three parts of eMoviePoster.com's
April Major Auction are live
(and end 4/28, 4/30, and 5/3)!
Our 2,667 wonderful consignors REALLY came through for us in our April
Major Auction, and it has one of our best selections of any Major Auction
in YEARS! It contains 1,173 items from all of the world and from every
decade, and many different sizes and is being run in three parts:


Part I (ends Tuesday, April 28th): 302 linenbacked 1-sheets, 3sheets, and a 7-sheet
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Part II (ends Thursday, April 30th): 340 linenbacked posters (other
than the above)



Part III (ends Sunday, May 3rd): 531 posters, lobby cards, and more
that ship in tubes or flat packages

Note that you can also
search ALL 1,173 items in
our April Major Auction at
one time in a single
gallery HERE! Once you are
at that gallery, you can then
quickly see ALL we offer from
stars, directors, studios,
genres, titles, poster sizes,
countries, or decades that
interest you!

4d0184 BLACK
CAT WC 1934
Boris Karloff, Bela
Lugosi, Edgar
Ulmer Universal
horror, incredibly
rare!

For example, our April Major
Auction contains 72 great
horror/sci-fi posters and lobby
cards, and you can view just
those 72 HERE. Some of the
best ones are:
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4d0376 2001: A SPACE
ODYSSEY 1sh 1970 most rare
& desirable colorful EYE
poster, the ultimate trip!

4d0198 MURDERS IN THE
RUE MORGUE WC 1932
Grosz art of Bela Lugosi over
Sidney Fox, ultra rare!

4b0040 ATTACK OF THE
50 FT WOMAN linen 1sh
1958 classic Brown art of
giant Allison Hayes over
highway!

4d0350 FRANKENSTEIN LC 1931 Colin Clive,
John Boles & others around unconscious Mae
Clarke, rare!

4b0001 JAWS linen int'l 7-sheet poster 1975 Steven
Spielberg, gigantic c/u art of shark under girl!
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4b0289 WALKING DEAD linen
1sh R1944 Michael Curtiz, great
art of Boris Karloff & woman,
rare!

4b0093 DRACULA linen 1sh
R1960s great different image
of Bela Lugosi with victim by
web, Tod Browning!

4b0218 PSYCHO linen 1sh 1960
half-dressed Janet Leigh,
Anthony Perkins, Alfred
Hitchcock classic!

And you can also search the gallery
with all 1,172 items in lots of other
ways! Using our "Search
Filters" (found to the left of the
galley), you can search for "Alfred
Hitchcock", or "Star Wars", or
"1930s", or "Humphrey Bogart", or
just about any other way to search
you can think of!
Remember that bidding online does not
involve any physical contact with
anyone. The posters are sent to you
wrapped in plastic, and once you
unwrap them (if you want, "quarantine"
them for a few days first!), you can add
safely them to your collection (or
display them on your walls) with no
fear of catching "something". So why
not take your mind off of current
events, and view or bid on some great
movie posters?
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4b0152 JAWS linen 1sh 1975 Roger
Kastel art of Spielberg's man-eating shark
attacking swimmer!

CINEVENT 2020
HAS BEEN CANCELLED
Cinevent 52 will not be held in 2020 due to travel restrictions and to
protect the health and safety of the Cinevent staff, guests, and dealers.
Here’s a letter from Michael Haynes, Chair of Cinevent LLC:
I wanted to give you an update on plans for Cinevent 52, an update which
I had hoped would not be necessary but which it has become clear is
necessary.
Given the current Coronavirus situation and to protect the health and
wellbeing of our attendees, we have made the decision to not hold the
convention in 2020. Our current plan is to hold Cinevent 52 in 2021, over
Memorial Day weekend.
Separate emails have been sent out to dealers and to those who had
registered for the show already with information about logistical concerns.
If you have registered for the show for this year or were attending as a
dealer and did not receive one of these emails, please let us know.
Rooms reserved at the Renaissance for 2020 as part of our room block will
be cancelled by Marriott. I believe this will be done automatically but if you
haven't received cancellation confirmation from them in the next week,
you might want to follow up with them. Rooms reserved at the hotel
outside the room block would need to be cancelled separately.
On the one hand, this was a hard decision to make; on the other, an easy
one. Thank you for your support of Cinevent, past and future, and for your
understanding. I look forward to welcoming you to Cinevent 52 in May of
2021.
-Michael Haynes
Chair, Cinevent LLC
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500 NEW ITEMS
ADDED TO WEBSITE
About 500 new items have recently been added to the Hollywood Posters
website. Here are just a few examples:

SEE ALL THE LATEST ADDITIONS HERE!
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MORT DRUCKER, CARICATURIST AND
MOVIE POSTER ARTIST, HAS DIED
Mort Drucker, a longtime contributor to Mad
magazine known for his caricatures of actors,
politicians and other celebrities, died on Thursday
at his home in Woodbury, N.Y. He was 91.
Drucker was born March 22, 1929 in Brooklyn, New
York. He displayed a talent for drawing at an early
age and attended Saturday morning Pratt Institute
art classes.
Drucker landed his first job as an assistant to Bert
Whitman, creator of the syndicated newspaper
comic strip, Debby Dean, Career Girl. After a six
month apprenticeship, he obtained a staff position
in late 1947 with National Periodical Publications
(DC Comics).
Early in the 1950s, Drucker left DC and began doing full-time freelance
work for a number of comic book publishers such as Dell, Atlas and St.
John's, as well as several humor and war titles for his former employer.
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In the fall of 1956, Drucker began
working for Mad Magazine where he
worked for 55 years. He has the
longest uninterrupted tenure of
any Mad artist.
Drucker also has the most bylined
articles by any Mad artist who does
not also write his own material, with
more than 400.
Drucker also pursued assignments
in television animation, movie
poster art, magazine, book and
album cover illustration.
A list of some of his finished movie
posters along with some sample
images are below.

Year
1970

O/R
O

1971

O

Gang That Couldn’t Shoot Straight

1971

O

American Graffiti

1973

R

That Man is Pregnant

1972

O

Sunday Lovers

1981

1973
1981

Poster Title
Dirty Dingus Magee – style A

~~~~~~
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Rel Yr
1970

Update 26th March 2020 - We are still open for business and
posting out to the UK most days. International orders may take
longer due to flight restrictions. Enjoy browsing and we thank you
for your continued support and orders.
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Looking to cheer someone up during these times of quarantine
and social separation ? HOW ABOUT A COPY OF LIFE OR PLAYBOY
MAGAZINE. From the month and year of their birth. Prices start
at $10.00 plus postage or call ahead 609 660-2626 for curbside
pickup.
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FRENCH MOVIE
POSTERS SHOP
French Movie Poster has been in the business for 20 years and has
thousands of posters available from the 1960's to current titles. These
great posters are currently available:

RARE PLANET OF THE APES COLLECTION

EXTREMELY RARE COLLECTION OF THE 5 ORIGINAL LARGE FRENCH MOVIE
POSTERS FOR THE "PLANET OF THE APES"
SIZE FOR EACH POSTER : 47X63 INCHES (120X160 CENTIMETERS)
POSTER IS FOLDED IN VERY GOOD CONDITION
SERIOUS BIDDER ONLY. EMAIL US IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTION
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FRENCH MOVIE
POSTERS SHOP
French Movie Poster has been in the business for 20 years and has
thousands of posters available from the 1960's to current titles. These
great posters are currently available:

LE COEUR FOU / THE
MAD HEART
17x22

EDEN AND AFTER
47x63”

ORIGINAL LARGE FRENCH MOVIE
POSTER OF "EDEN AND AFTER"
SIZE : 47X63 INCHES (120X160
CENTIMETERS)
POSTER IS FOLDED IN NEAR MINT
CONDITION
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ORIGINAL SMALL FRENCH MOVIE
POSTER OF "LE COEUR FOU / THE
MAD HEART"
SIZE : 17X22 INCHES (40X60
CENTIMETERS)
POSTER IS FOLDED IN NEAR MINT
CONDITION

FRENCH MOVIE
POSTERS SHOP
French Movie Poster has been in the business for 20 years and has
thousands of posters available from the 1960's to current titles. These
great posters are currently available:

THE ODD COUPLE
47x63”

THE AVENGERS
17X22

ORIGINAL FRENCH MOVIE POSTER
OF "THE AVENGERS"
SIZE : 17X22 INCHES (40X60
CENTIMETERS)
POSTER IS FOLDED IN NEAR MINT
CONDITION

ORIGINAL LARGE FRENCH MOVIE
POSTER OF "THE ODD COUPLE"
SIZE : 47X63 INCHES (120X160
CENTIMETERS)
POSTER IS FOLDED IN NEAR MINT
CONDITION
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Our latest poster acquisitions and a look back at some feel-good
favorites
Dear Friends & Movie Lovers:
Hello from Hollywood. First, and most importantly, I
hope you are safe and well. The current global
situation is pretty overwhelming, but we're
continuing to send our monthly newsletter, and
hope it might serve as a pleasant distraction. And
for more, follow us on Instagram, where we're
posting a mix of our favorite and most popular
posters, along with new pieces and good-vibe
images - like this Japanese RED BALLOON poster.
Click on it or go here for our Instagram.
Other new items include this French FRWL, the
Italian SABRINA above, Inserts of STAR
WARS, WICKER MAN & CHINATOWN , Polish
ROTJ, Italian LE MANS, LE SAMOURAI
Belgian, plus GWTW, Ozu, John Carpenter, DC,
Marvel and more:
filmartgallery.com/new acquisitions
All BestMatthew McCarthy
Film/Art Gallery
The Saul Bass Archive
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Our mailing address is:
Film Art Gallery
6311 Romaine Street ‘
Suite 7106
Los Angeles, CA 90038
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The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valence: Movie
Review by Brandy
Isadora
While there are many outstanding
classic films that have stood the test of
time, very few of those films are as
renowned as The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre. The black and white 1948 movie
stars Humphrey Bogart, Tim Holt, and
Walter Huston. The movie was
commercially successful and received
many accolades including the Academy
Awards’ Best Director for John Huston
and Best Supporting Actor for Walter
Huston. Walter Huston was the father of
John Huston and grandfather of actress,
Angelica Huston.
The story is based on B. Traven’s novel
of the same name. Set in the oil town of
Tampico, Mexico in the mid 1920’s, two
aimless and unemployed men, Fred
Dobbs (Bogart) and Tim Curtin (Holt)
meet an experienced prospector and
former miner named Howard (Huston). One night, Howard tells the two
men about the risks of prospecting gold because wealth and power can
alter a man’s character. Dobbs argues that if a person already has an
upstanding character, they won’t be vulnerable to the power of gold. After
much discussion, the three men decide to pool their resources and set out
to seek their fortune in the dangerous mountains of the Sierra Madre.
Though Howard is much older than the other two men, his wisdom and
experience set him apart from the group. He easily traverses the
mountainside and has energy to spare, while Dobbs and Curtin struggle to
keep up the pace. However, it is not until they finally discover gold that the
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real problems begin to emerge. Even though Dobbs was confident that gold
had no power over him, he is the one that succumbs to jealousy and
suspicion. No matter how hard the other two men try to show him that
they’re being honest, Dobbs is unable to let go of his suspicions. The trust
and friendship between the men begins to quickly unravel.
Eventually their gold-digging operation draws attention. Howard prefers to
use diplomacy, but at this point, Dobbs has little patience for anything but
his gold and he resorts to violence. His choices lead to the death of a man
named James Cody (performed by Bruce Bennett), who only wanted to join
their group so that he could provide for his family.
Though Howard recognizes that Dobb’s personality is transforming, he
continues to keep the peace within the group. When they decide that they
have enough gold, they take down their operation and head back to town.
Just when there is peace between the three men, a villager approaches the
group for help. Howard, known as a “medicine man”, volunteers to help the
villager and leaves the group, entrusting Dobbs and Curtin to watch over
his share of the gold. Once again, Dobbs succumbs to rage and suspicion
because he’s certain that Curtin will try to steal Howard’s portion of the
gold. Within a short amount of time Dobbs’ rage is unleashed on Curtin.
Suddenly, Curtin’s life and the security of the gold is uncertain. Dobbs
enemies are plentiful and eventually his karma catches up with him.
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre demonstrates the strengths and
weaknesses of human nature. One of the reasons that the movie is so
culturally significant is that the story is relatable
to all people. The story isn’t really about gold because gold is just another
symbol for wealth and power, which tends to hold power over people.
Humans are capable of greatness and evil. Our lives are long and filled
with choices, and we don’t know until the end of our lives whether we are
truly a good or bad person. The character of Dobbs demonstrates this
perfectly.
When Bogart caught wind that Director John Huston was working on this
film, Bogart immediately pursued a role in the movie. While the main cast
is all men, Bogart, Huston, and Holt brilliantly portray their highly nuanced
characters. This is a movie that should be seen by everyone and discussed.
It is both timely and timeless. The Treasure of the Sierra Madre is a gritty,
exciting, and intense movie that truly is unforgettable.
~~~~~
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UPDATE
Our operations continue as always, including
our Sunday Movie Posters Auction.
We will continue until we are unable to
operate at standard capacity, if that were to
occur. Shipping as usual.

CONSIGN NOW FOR THE
JULY 25-26 VINTAGE
POSTERS AUCTION
Here are some early highlights:
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Greetings All!
We wanted to test a new series to see if it is worthy of becoming a regular
monthly article. As we look back over almost 20 years of presenting
information to the hobby and publishing almost 200 monthly newsletters,
we noticed that there is a tremendous amount of topics and problems that
have been discussed. We thought this might be a way for newer collectors
to be introduced to some of the history and older collectors to remember
back to certain situations.
So, let’s get started. For this first issue, I looked back 10 years ago this
month (April 2010) and want to present 2 articles.
*First, for newer collectors we want to go back to 2009 when suddenly
fake posters for some very expensive Universal horror posters were being
found. They started showing up in auctions and private collections and
became known as the Universal horror scam which inflicted over $2 million
dollars worth of fakes on the market. LAMP tracked, reported and kept the
hobby up-to-date on the fakes and how to identify them and then worked
with the FBI to help provide their staff with information to secure a
conviction. Here is the article on the arrest:
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*For the second article, we wanted to present some good old memories for
the older collectors. Long time LAMP Sponsors Terry Pearson from Quadbod
was present and presented an article on the first Fan Fest at the London
Film Museum presented by major hobby enthusiast Adrian Cowdry. Adrian
is sorely missed by our movie poster collecting community.
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Our LAMPPOST Archive goes back to 2001. If you’d like to see some of our
older issues, visit the archive HERE!
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The Top 25 Best Rock Movie
Musical Posters Of All-Time

Poster fans!
We have compiled the second
category in our list of the best
movie posters of all-time. As is
our custom, we judge posters
from all over the world and even
compared initial and re-release
posters as well as alternative
styles to come up with this list of
the 25 greatest rock movie
musical posters of all-time.
Internally, there were many
debates and this final list is
somewhat controversial among
Limited Runs staffers, but we
hope you enjoy.
Limited Runs has teamed up with
the most reputable and trusted
dealers across the globe to bring
you the highest quality, original,
authentic and unique pop-culture
collectibles and art work. We also
offer iconic and spectacular
works from a new generation of
designers and artists. Our
mission is to beautify every room
with art in each home and office
throughout the world.
All our posters are original. We
do not sell Reproductions!
Please check out our collection!
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Partners65 Vintage Movie Posters
Vintage Movie Collectibles store has been selling movie posters on eBay for close to 20
years and our feedback speaks for itself. We genuinely enjoy selling our items and our
team will ensure you have a great transaction. Please BOOKMARK our store!

NEWLY LISTED
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Welcome to our Original Movie Stills store. We are collectors that genuinely enjoy
selling our items. Our team will ensure you have a great transaction. Please "Save This
Seller" & check back because we have over 50,000 unique original stills that we will be
listing. We ship all our stills in sturdy custom boxes and each still comes in a new
polyethylene resealable sleeves.
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Our movie posters make great home
office backgrounds!
https://www.movieart.ch/
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THE 2020 WINTER POSTER
COLLECTION IS HERE
You can go straight to the BLOG here

Dear Posterophiles
The good news is that I'm starting the tedious process of finalizing the preparation of
the SPRING COLLECTION with hundreds of new posters. The bad news is that it is
massive and it will take 2 more weeks to complete!
As we are entering the Easter / Passover period and as we have too much idle time, it's
good to revisit some of the long classic movies that are defined as epics (and gathered in
the EPIC EPOCH category in the Gallery), most centered around the Bible or linked
to Christianity and the fall of ancient Empires (Roman or Egyptian).
In the age of digital moviemaking it is "easy" to show scenes with thousands of
computerized soldiers battling in a wide plain. It is also "easy" to recreate old cities and
large scale sets on computers.
In the age of Cinemascope, Technicolor and 70mm moviemaking, it was extremely
difficult to film thousands of actors fighting similar battles as everything had to be
perfectly choreographed. As it was even more difficult to build life sized sets of Ancient
Rome, Egypt, Jerusalem and making them look like they were realistic and not made of
cheap cardboard.
The success of recent movies/ TV Series like Gladiator, Lord of The Rings, Game Of
Thrones and Kingdom (the Korean series I urge you all to watch on Netflix) heavily relied
on the fact that the talented directors not only mastered the use of digital moviemaking
BUT augmented it with using real life action and hundreds of real actors, making the
movies more "believable" than the generic digital only crap that the studios want us to
believe is Cinema.
So let's Revisit some of those EPIC movies in THIS WEEK'S BLOG (click here) from
Ben Hur and Cleopatra to El Cid and The Ten Commandments with splendid posters
from all around the world.
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Out of the many posters displayed in the Blog, the stunning Polish poster for The Fall Of
The Roman Empire by Wiktor Gorka is one of my favorites.

WHAT'S NEW THIS WEEK?
* NEW ITEMS: The 2020 WINTER COLLECTION (now completely out of season but will
replaced in 2 weeks) strong of 800 posters is still available in the NEW PRODUCTS
section. Here is a selection of 20 images chosen with confinement in mind.
Among Epic movies, Gone With The Wind reigns supreme at the very Top of the list.
Gaze into Vivien Leigh's eyes on the rare Japanese poster printed for the 1966 rerelease.
Nurses are true Wonder Women and the cheering even night is the least we can do
(other than demanding our elected officials their salaries are increased). Let's keep on
treating them as Princesses in their white outfits. Gorgeous set of two limited
edition Princess Leia Star Wars prints by Juan Carlos Ruiz Burgos.
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Among all the events we can no longer attend, I personally miss the music concerts the
most. Let's go back to an era where Music influenced the creation of magnificent concert
posters like the one for Martha And The Vandellas' 1967 shows, part of the legendary Bill
Graham Fillmore series.
Confinement French style. Naked outside reading a book as perfectly showcased
by Brigitte Bardot in Le Mepris (Contempt). Rare Belgian poster
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Confinement Blaxploitation style...Cover of the Japanese movie program for Cotton
Comes To Harlem.
White men can also look cool too in robes especially Rod Taylor in the 1965
British Eurospy movie The Liquidator. Half sheet poster with Art by Bob Peak.

Along with the large number of fatalities, one of the
Virus' worst side effects is the huge rise in
domestic violence as well as in divorce requests.
Nothing to laugh about yet the Italian poster for
the Taylor/Burton 1973 TV movie Divorce His
Divorce Hers sums it up very well.
Aside domestic violence, Inappropriate behaviors
which were common in the 1970's as shown on the
British poster for Dirty Weekend (Mordi e fuggi) the
1973 Dino Risi directed comedy starring Marcello
Mastroianni, must be banned.
All of the above leads to a total rethinking of how
married men should behave moving forward. the
1968 comedy A Guide For The Married Man is a
must see to learn essential skills as can be
appreciated in the colorful 20 page Japanese
movie program.
If confinement seems like an eternity it is because
it really is! Dr. Strange And Eternity Marvel Third
Eye greeting card.
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Staying at home too long can transform us into mindless beasts. One of the hardest
Kaiju poster to find is undoubtedly the vintage Japanese poster for King Kong Escapes.
We are proud to offer it.
Another kind of escape, less simian and much more erotic, is the one that several
scantily clad ladies take in the 1980 Italian Women in Prisons / Bad Girl movie, Escape
From Hell. Rare Italian export style movie poster.
Since we are living in horrible times, let's embrace the beauty of horror with the gorgeous
image created for the Japanese release of Carrie.
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We are at war with an invisible enemy. Back in 1940's the
enemy was well defined with real operations being the basis
of many great WW2 movies such as The Guns Of
Navarone. Very rare large French Grande style C poster
with Art by Jean Mascii.
Feminine beauty is an eternal cure to most illnesses. The
sublime neckline of Monica Vitti is a staple
of L'Avventura as shown on the very rare Japanese movie
program.
Liv Ullmann and Bibi Andersson offer equally feminine and
graceful feelings in Ingmar Bergman's masterful Swedish
drama Persona. Rare Japanese press poster.

Feminine curves always with a magnificent painting by Averardo Ciriello for the Italian
release of the 1972 erotic Western, Cry For Me Billy.
Another Western yet more virile is Butch Cassidy And The Sundance Kid, allowing Paul
Newman and Robert Redford to display their incredible acting skills and charms
Some conspiracy theorists think we are all being framed. Well if this is a frame, I'd rather
be confined in a cartoon world with Jessica Rabbit as my personal nurse. Admire the
Fantastic brand new Who Framed Roger Rabbit limited edition print by Rockin' Jelly
Bean.
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Scandinavia is once more the center of all attentions.
Norway and Denmark have both flattened their curves
in record time while Sweden opted out for a model that
may or not prove correct (I hope it will and they are
spared). In any case it is a region inviting us to soar to
new heights a this vintage early 60's SAS poster
shows.
* SALES: All our ON SALE posters are here.
* PINTEREST: You can all check all our thematic
presentations on our Pinterest boards here.
* Should you wish to be removed from this distribution
list, please unsubscribe below or let me know by return
* The Blog archives are now accessible directly here
* Any questions, just ask as it doesn't cost you to!
* STAY SAFE HOME, keep washing your hands and
take care of your loved ones. Till next week for a
new BLOG.
Daniel @ ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
email: daniel@illustractiongallery.com
Cell: 1 646 801 2788
www.illustractiongallery.com
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Unshredded Nostalgia is
always interested in
assisting Institutions,
Universities, Museums
and Individuals in
building or expanding
their collections.
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